


Leader in the sector of production and application of products for resin coverings and floors, for over twenty years  Rezina®  
has been committed to the  research and development of innovative solutions .
 
Added to the attention to the quality of the materials that distinguishes  Rezina®  is a new sensitivity to the theme of
environmental sustainability, creating products capable of combining the use of eco-compatible preparations with the
pleasure of aesthetic value. 
 
For Rezina®  , producing, researching and using eco-sustainable products is an essential mission . It is to support this
need that  Rezina Atelier was born , a new container in which to bring together all those energies and resources to design,
create and distribute design solutions that are eco-compatible.
 
Eco-surface  is the first result of this intuition, made in rolls and obtained from compounds of vegetable oils and natural
mineral components. With a resilient soul, capable of resisting time, Eco-superficie is made without the addition of toxic
additives.
 
Within this vision,  GIALLO FANTASTICO was born , the first pattern that faithfully reproduces the one designed by GIO
PONTI for the creation of the floor of the Pirelli skyscraper. The know-how of a production signed by Rezina ®  uses new
materials for a conscious reinterpretation that highlights the intuition of a great innovator.  The new, natural products evoke
the experimentation of the Milanese architect and designer , and come together in a work in which technology, architecture
and design complement each other.



GIO PONTI Rezina®



Substrate -  
Reziflex Confort: Medium to light traffic, residential use, cussioned, 4mm thickness, 50% recycled
material, vegetable based substrate. 

Rezina Regular: High traffic, commercial use, 3mm thickness, heat jointed, 50% recycled material,
PVC based substrate. 

Installation - Glue
Size of roll, nominal - 2m X 20m (6.56ft x 65.65ft), 2m X 25m (6.56ft x 82ft)

Minimum per order - 550 SQ/FT 
Totally recyclable rolls, obtained 50% from noble materials and recycled compounds for the remaining 50%. With a
resilient soul, able to resist time, it is made without the addition of toxic additives, also suitable for children.
Color may vary per substrate 
Print customization available with orders greater than 2,500 SQ/FT 
NO exterior installation or direct wet area installation

Reziflex Confort Giò Ponti Fantastic Yellow
Code: 27421128

Rezina Giò Ponti Fantastic Yellow
Ecosurface
Code: PLR398C

Reziflex Confort Garden Hopper
Code: 27791131

samples@division9collaborative.com
617-991-3392


